TurnKey Internet Announces the TurnKey Technology Grant for Educational Institutions and Non-Profits

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Albany, NY, December 14, 2010—Web solutions provider TurnKey Internet today announced the launch of the TurnKey Technology Grant, a collection of premium online services for educational institutions and non-profits. Each TurnKey Technology Grant provides free access to 10 premium business solutions that help organizations become more efficient and successful in their missions.

The business solutions included in the TurnKey Technology Grant include: TurnKeyWebsite, TurnKey Newsletter, Voxwire web conferencing, TurnKeyVault, TurnKeyMail, TurnKey Monitoring, TurnKey Blog Hosting, TurnKeyDesk, TurnKeyVPN and TurnKey Virtual Office. Each grant is worth over $5000 and provides the recipient with communication, marketing and data tools that will help reduce operating costs, increase awareness and extend their message successfully via the Internet.

“We believe it is our social responsibility to make a difference in the communities that have allowed us to grow over the years,” said Adam Wills, President and CEO of TurnKey Internet. “I am happy we are able to launch this program during the Holiday season, a time when everyone thinks about giving back. This goes hand in hand with our goal to help enable these critical institutions and non-profits to invest more of their resources towards their projects, to further their unique and valuable goals.”

TurnKey Technology Grants are available to non-profit organizations, accredited public and private educational institutions and individual classroom teachers. To learn more and to apply, visit: http://turnkeyinternet.net/grant

About TurnKey Internet

TurnKey Internet, Inc. is a leading provider of managed web hosting and business solutions. Based in Albany, New York, TurnKey Internet, Inc. and its subsidiary Voxwire Systems, provides enterprise-class web services to customers in over 30 countries via its multiple New York datacenters. TurnKey Internet, Inc. is an A+rated accredited business with the Better Business Bureau of upstate New York.